ERME PROJECTS

Carbon Farming Planning Cohorts- Establishing a Peer Education and Planning Process for Carbon Farming Implementation
Amanda Kik, Crosshatch Center for Art & Ecology
amanda@crosshatch.org

Adding Livestock Enterprise Budgets to the Ag Budget Calculator Program
Glennis McClure, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
gmcclure2@unl.edu

Training Farms to Navigate Today’s Tight Labor Market
Ryan Milhollin, University of Missouri
milhollinr@missouri.edu

Reducing Risk and Increasing Profitability for Forage Farmers
Beth Nelson, Midwest Forage Association
mfa@midwestforage.org

An Educational Evaluation and Feedback Process for Grain Producer’s Marketing Strategies
Daniel O’Brien, Kansas State University
dobrien@ksu.edu

Planning Your Dairy Farm’s Future
Jim Salfer, University of Minnesota
salfe001@umn.edu

2022 NCERME Funded Projects

Business Planning and Direct to Consumer Marketing Education for Nebraska/Iowa/Kansas Farmers
Mariel Barerras, Barreras Family Farm LLC
mariel.k.barreras@barrerasfamilyfarm.com

Feeding Dairy for all It’s Worth! Understanding and Managing Nutritional and Economic Risks of Feeds
Gail Carpenter, Iowa State University
ajcarpen@iastate.edu

A Comprehensive Risk Management Program for Emerging SD Sheep Producers
Kelly Froehlich, South Dakota State University
kelly.froehlich@sdstate.edu

The Power of Negotiation and Open Conversation: A Hybrid Leasing Educational Series for Midwestern Farm Women
Jessica Groskopf, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
jgroskopf2@unl.edu

Climate and Farm Resiliency for the Next Generation
Jim Jansen, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
jjansen2@unl.edu
Cybersecurity for Iowa Farmers and Rural Businesses
Madeline Schultz, Iowa State University
schultz@iastate.edu

Risk Mitigation Events: Carbon Offset Producer Education
Matt Stockton, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
mstockton2@unl.edu

Improving Farm Business Culture with the Becoming the Employer of Choice Program
Trisha Wagner, University of Wisconsin
trisha.wagner@wisc.edu

Farming Together: Cultivating Relationships and Having the Cash to Bring in the Next Generation
Renee Wiatt, Purdue University
reneewiatt@purdue.edu

Ground-truthing the Whole Farm Revenue Protection (WFRP) and the Noninsured Crop Disaster Assistance Program (NAP)
Kathy Zeman, Minnesota Farmers’ Market Association
kzeman@mfma.org

ERME PRODUCERS UNDERSERVED BY CROP INSURANCE PROJECTS

Risk Management Education for Nebraska Livestock and Forage Producers Affected by Drought Conditions and Underserved by Crop Insurance
Elliott Dennis, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
elliott.dennis@unl.edu

ERME EXPLORATORY PROJECTS

North Central QuickBooks Resources
Jessica Groskopf, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
jgroskopf2@unl.edu

Pilot Project for Engagement and Education on Risks for Small Ruminant Farmers
Homero Salinas-Gonzalez, Lincoln University
salinas-gonzalezH@lincolnu.edu

Educating Women on Human Risk of Groundwater Contamination
Amy Timmerman, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
atimmerman2@unl.edu

Relevant Record Keeping: Crop Insurance Readiness for Specialty Crop Farmers
David Eeckhout, The Good Acre
david@thegoodacre.org

Organic Coverage Options and Expanding Opportunity in the Midwest
Johnathan Hladik, The Center for Rural Affairs
johnathanj@cfra.org

Guiding Risk Management Strategies for Producers Growing Cover Crops
Keith Olander, Central Lakes College
keith.olander@clcmn.edu

Land Access and Land Transfer Readiness through Risk Mitigation Strategies
Karen Stettler, Land Stewardship Project
stettler@landstewardshipproject.org